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Overall: To develop an effective school-led improvement system that supports better outcomes in every school in the region

ROLE and PURPOSE

Local
Authorities
 To ensure a sufficient supply of
school places
 To tackle underperformance in
schools and ensure high
standards
 To support vulnerable children

Diocese
(DBEs)
 To promote education,
including RE,
consistent with church
values
 To promote church
schools

Plus some LAs and dioceses
also offer a traded school
improvement service to schools

Teaching School
Alliances

1

To lead on
 School-led initial teacher training
 Continuing professional development
 Supporting other schools
 Identifying and developing leadership
potential
 Specialist leaders of education
 Research and development
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EMTSA
EMTSA
STRATEGIC
GROUP

NCTL
(TLAs)

Regional Schools
Commissioner

 To manage teacher training,
award QTS and bar teachers
 To develop network of TSAs
 To help schools deliver CPD
and leadership training
 To help NLEs and NLGs lead
school-to-school support

 To monitor the performance of
academies and take action when
an academy is underperforming
 To decide on the development of
new academies
 To address underperformance in
local-authority-maintained
schools through sponsored
academy arrangements
 To make recommendations
about free school applications
 To encourage organisations to
become academy sponsors
 To approve changes to open
academies
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2
EMTSA
SUPPORT
NETWORK

SCHOOL TO SCHOOL SUPPORT
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Plus ITT, CPD, SLEs, LEADERSHIP, R&D

MULTI ACADEMY
TRUSTS

9

ALL SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES

MAINTAINED SCHOOLS

9) Removal from isolation of any standalone
academy or maintained school not connected
with partnerships

10

2) The development of the
EMTSA infrastructure
so that it can serve the
entire region’s schools
in the absence of NCTL
TLA support

4) RSC is able to deliver
effective academy
improvement

STRATEGIES AND PARTNERSHIPS THAT TACKLE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS WITHIN GEOGRAPHICALLY-BASED AREAS
LOCALITY OR AREA-BASED CLUSTERS OF SCHOOLS (either constituted or informal) SELECTING TO WORK TOGETHER TO CREATE MUTUAL SUPPORT

1) Acknowledgement and
understanding evident
in the practice of all key
partners that
accountability for
educational outcomes
is a joint endeavour

3) Clarity of LA role,
especially where LA’s
traded offer ‘competes’
with the TSA
commissioned role

MAT SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT

(e.g. Leicester LESP, Derby PSG, Leicestershire LEEP)

REGIONAL CHALLENGES
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ACADEMIES

10) Given the co-existence of maintained schools and academies for the next few years,
should TSAs provide the universal structure that can reach and potentially support
all schools, i.e. the region ensures that every school is connected with a TSA?

5) Where a MAT is also a
TSA they play a role to
support all schools, not
just their own
6) Protocols established
for effective school to
school support
arrangements across
MATs, TSAs, LAs and
dioceses
7) Robust peer challenge
and joint accountability
reduce the need for a
regulatory Ofsted role
to judge the system
8) Alignment and healthy
joint development of
area-based strategies
that include the
potential contribution of
all partnerships
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